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Description

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

Field of the Invention

[0001] This invention relates to a simulator for auto-
matic vehicle transmission controllers.

Description of the Related Art

[0002] As a simulator for automatic vehicle transmis-
sion controllers, it is known to analyze the behavior of
the hydraulic pressure of a 5-speeds automatic vehicle
transmission with planetary-gear set (AVEC’ 94; October
in 1994). Also, it is known to use a simulator named
"Hardware In the Loop Simulation" (HILS) which incor-
porates an Electronic Control Unit (ECU) mounted on a
vehicle with the simulator (manuscript No. 983 of the con-
ference held on May in 1998 held by Society of Automo-
tive Engineers of Japan). Thus, there have hitherto been
proposed simulators which analyze the shift control al-
gorithm.
[0003] In automatic vehicle transmissions, the clutch
(frictional engaging elements) has a clearance where hy-
draulic fluid (oil) flows in and out. Since the clearance is
occupied with a mixture of fluid and air, the clearance
becomes a kind of black box or a dead volume. Accord-
ingly, in order to accurately analyze the behavior of the
clutch including a play-removing clutch piston stroke for
removing the play in the clearance, the simulator sam-
pling time (interval) must be set to a quite short time such
as 1 Psec. As a result, the simulator must repeat calcu-
lation most frequently and hence, it needs much time to
simulate even one shifting (gear shifting).
[0004] Further, even if it becomes possible to ideally
model the behavior of a clutch including its play-removing
clutch piston stroke, the model can only be applied to the
clutch modeled and would not be applied another clutch
that is different from the modeled one.
[0005] For these reasons, no conventional simulator
for a controller of an automatic vehicle transmissions hav-
ing frictional engaging elements such as clutches, can
simulate shift control algorithm stored in the controllers
and evaluates the same in a time equal to that of a real
shift (gear shifting) or even in a time close thereto.
[0006] Furthermore, there is a need of a general-pur-
pose simulator for a controller of an automatic vehicle
transmissions having frictional engaging elements,
which can simulate shift algorithm stored in the control-
lers in a constant time for different frictional engaging
elements. However, there has not hitherto been pro-
posed such a general-purpose simulator.
[0007] Aside from the above, in order to conduct a du-
rability (life) test of an automatic transmission and to eval-
uate the quality of the product, an automatic transmission
for testing is usually built and a preliminary test is con-
ducted thereon. Then, the transmission is placed on a

bench and is connected with an internal combustion en-
gine of a vehicle on which the transmission is mounted.
The bench test is continued for relatively long period of
time (e.g. several months).
[0008] Thus, it has hitherto taken much time and costs
to develop a new automatic transmission including cost
for building the transmission for testing. In particular,
since the development of a new automatic transmission
must be paced with that of other components of the ve-
hicle, the conventional testing leaves much to be im-
proved in the efficiency of development.
[0009] US-A-4 821 190 discloses a simulator for sim-
ulating a shift dynamics of an automatic transmission
mounted on a vehicle and having a hydraulic actuator to
transmit power generated by an internal combustion en-
gine to drive wheels based on at least a throttle opening
and a vehicle speed, in accordance with a shift control
algorithm, wherein the shift controller, by means of the
simulator, outputs a hydraulic pressure supply command
to the hydraulic actuator based on a model describing
the entire system including the transmission. A computer
algorithm simulates the shift dynamics employing the
model in order to study the effects of changes in the val-
ues of the parameters established from a closed-loop
control of the clutch hydraulic actuators and the power
source torque on the shift quality. The results of the sim-
ulation are used to establish possible shift control strat-
egies.
[0010] Further, US-A-5 822 708 discloses a control de-
vice for an automatic motor vehicle transmission which
reduces engine torque during a shifting operation, in par-
ticular a shifting operation in a traction mode. The con-
troller is developed and tested using a closed-loop sim-
ulation using a model for the hydraulic controller.
[0011] Further, US-A-5 752 210 discloses a control
process for controlling a transmission during running the
transmission in a vehicle. The fluid pressure supplied to
hydraulic clutch is controlled by means of a feedback
control such as to compensate for errors in the estimated
parameters and changes in the hydraulic fluid tempera-
ture of engine operating points such as to reduce speed-
change shocks.
[0012] For illustration of the background art, further ref-
erence can be made to US-A-5 527 238 disclosing an
automatic transmission having a controller for controlling
the supply of hydraulic pressure to a hydraulic clutch ac-
tuator. An engine model produces a signal representing
a predicted torque output by the engine, which signal is
used by the controller.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0013] A first object of this invention is therefore to
overcome the aforesaid problems and to provide a sim-
ulator for controllers of an automatic vehicle transmission
having frictional engaging elements, which can simulate
shift control algorithm stored in the controllers to evaluate
the same in a time close to that of a real shift (gear shift-
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ing).
[0014] A second object of this invention is to provide
a simulator for controllers of an automatic vehicle trans-
mission having frictional engaging elements, which can
simulate shift control algorithm stored in the controllers
in a constant time for different frictional engaging ele-
ments.
[0015] A third object of the invention is to provide a
simulator for controllers of an automatic vehicle trans-
mission, which can markedly improve the efficiency of
development.
[0016] In order to achieve the objects, there is provid-
ed, according to the invention, a simulator with the fea-
tures of claim 1. Such a simulator has computer-aided
design programs for simulating a shift control algorithm
stored in a shift controller of an automatic transmission
mounted on a vehicle and having a hydraulic actuator to
transmit power generated by an internal combustion en-
gine to drive wheels based on at least throttle opening
and vehicle speed in accordance with the shift control
algorithm, comprising: a control system design tool which
is connected to the shift controller to input the shift control
algorithm and which outputs a hydraulic pressure supply
command based on the inputted shift control algorithm;
a first simulator section which is connected to the control
system design tool to inputs the hydraulic pressure sup-
ply command and which estimates an effective clutch
pressure that is assumably generated in the hydraulic
actuator in response to the hydraulic pressure supply
command based on a first model describing entire sys-
tem including the transmission; and a second simulator
section which is connected to the control system design
tool and the first simulator section and which determines
transfer functions of a second model such that an output
of the second model converges the estimated effective
hydraulic pressu re said second model being a simplified
hydraulic model describing behavior of the hydraulic ac-
tuator; wherein the second simulator section simulates
an evaluates the shift control algorithm based on a third
model obtained by incorporating the second model with
the first model.
[0017] According to a preferred embodiment, the sec-
ond simulator section includes: parameter extracting
means for extracting a parameter having influence on
durability of the transmission; undesirable shift phenom-
enon forecasting means for conducting simulation based
on the third model, while changing the parameter and
forecasting occurrence of undesirable phenomenon
based on behavior change of the third model; and algo-
rithm correcting means for correcting the shift control al-
gorithm based on a result of forecasting.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0018] This and other objects and advantages of the
invention will be made more apparent with reference to
the following description and drawings, in which:

Figure 1 is an overall schematic view of a simulator
for automatic vehicle transmission controllers ac-
cording to an embodiment of the invention;
Figure 2 is a skeleton view showing the transmission,
illustrated in Figure 1, in a schematic form in which
the transmission is simplified to two forward gears
(speeds);
Figure 3 is an explanatory view showing the com-
munication between a control system design tool and
an ECU illustrated in Figure 1;
Figure 4 is a time chart showing a hydraulic pressure
supply command QATON to be supplied to the ON-
side clutch, calculated and outputted from the control
system design tool illustrated in Figure 1;
Figure 5 is a time chart showing a hydraulic pressure
supply command QATOFF to be supplied to the
OFF-side clutch, calculated and outputted from the
control system design tool illustrated in Figure 1;
Figure 6 is a flow chart showing the operation of a
simulator for automatic vehicle transmission control-
lers illustrated in Figure 1;
Figure 7 is an explanatory view partly showing the
configuration of a hydraulic circuit design model re-
ferred to in the flow chart of Figure 6;
Figure 8 is a graph showing the result of testing re-
ferred to in the flow chart of Figure 6;
Figure 9 is a block diagram showing the details of a
shift simulation model referred to in the flow chart of
Figure 6;
Figure 10 is a time chart showing the condition for
inputting of the hydraulic pressure supply command
in the analysis of testing referred to in the flow chart
of Figure 6;
Figure 11 is a set of graphs showing an estimated
effective clutch pressure which is estimated to be
generated in the clutch in response to the hydraulic
pressure supply command referred to in the flow
chart of Figure 6;
Figure 12 is a set of graphs showing the results of
measurement of the amount of fluid (oil) in a clear-
ance of a clutch to be used for determining a transfer
functions of a simplified hydraulic model referred to
in the flow chart of Figure 6;
Figure 13 is a block diagram showing the simplified
hydraulic model referred to in the flow chart of Figure
6;
Figure 14 is a flow chart showing the subroutine for
determining the transfer functions referred to in the
flow chart of Figure 6;
Figure 15A and 15B are a set of graphs showing the
characteristics of mapped data of the transfer func-
tion referred to in the flow chart of Figure 14;
Figure 16A and 16B are a set of graphs showing the
characteristics of mapped data of the transfer func-
tion referred to in the flow chart of Figure 14;
Figure 17 is a time chart showing the configuration
of a block illustrated in Figure 13;
Figure 18 is a time chart showing the configuration
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of a block illustrated in Figure 13;
Figure 19 is a time chart showing the configuration
of a block illustrated in Figure 13;
Figure 20 is a graph showing the result of processing
mentioned with reference to Figures 13 and 14;
Figure 21 is a view, similar to Figure 9, but showing
the configuration of the real-time shift simulation
model referred to in the flow chart of Figure 6;
Figure 22 is a set of graphs showing the result of
real-time shift simulation referred to in the flow chart
of Figure 6;
Figure 23 is a view, similar to Figure 6, but showing
the operation of a simulator for automatic vehicle
transmission controllers according to a second em-
bodiment of the invention;
Figure 24 ia a block diagram showing the correlation
of durability testing and the real-time simulation re-
ferred to in the flow chart of Figure 23;
Figure 25 is a flow chart similarly showing the cor-
relation of durability testing and the real-time simu-
lation referred to in the flow chart of Figure 23;
Figure 26A to 26C are a set of view showing an ex-
ample of the result of analysis of the transmission
(test piece) referred to in the flow chart of Figure 23;
Figure 27 is a set of graphs showing an example of
the durability simulation referred to in the flow chart
of Figure 23 and schematically showing a bench test;
Figure 28 is a graph showing the result of the dura-
bility simulation referred to in the flow of Figure 23;
Figure 29 is a graph showing the result of the dura-
bility simulation referred to in the flow of Figure 23;
Figure 30 is a set of graphs showing the result of
durability simulation referred to in the flow chart of
Figure 23;
Figure 31 is a flow chart showing the subroutine for
coping with the situation when the occurrence of a
undesirable shift phenomenon is forecast referred
to in the flow chart of Figure 23;
Figure 32 is a time chart showing the processing of
the flow chart of Figure 31;
Figure 33 is a time chart similarly showing the
processing of the flow chart of Figure 31;
Figure 34 is a time chart similarly showing the
processing of the flow chart of Figure 31;
Figure 35 is a time chart similarly showing the
processing of the flow chart of Figure 31;
Figure 36 is a set of graphs showing a situation where
the occurrence of undesirable and trouble some shift
phenomenon was removed by the processing re-
ferred to in the flow chart of Figure 23; and
Figure 37 is a set of graphs, obtained by overlapping
the graphs in Figures 30 and 36, similarly showing
the situation where the occurrence of undesirable
and troublesome shift phenomenon was removed
by the processing referred to in the flow chart of Fig-
ure 23.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EM-
BODIMENTS

[0019] An embodiment of the invention will now be ex-
plained with reference to the attached drawings.
[0020] Figure 1 is an overall schematic view of a sim-
ulator for automatic vehicle transmission controllers ac-
cording to the embodiment of the invention.
[0021] In the figure, reference numeral 10 indicates a
simulator for a controller of an automatic vehicle trans-
mission T which shifts gears based on at least the throttle
opening THHF and the vehicle speed V in accordance
with a shift control algorithm through hydraulic actuators
including hydraulic clutches (frictional engaging ele-
ments; not shown) such that the transmission T transmits
the output of an internal combustion engine E mounted
on a vehicle 12 to driven wheels 14. The transmission T
in this embodiment is a parallel-installed-shaft-type one
having five forward gears (speeds) and one reverse gear.
[0022] Figure 2 is a skeleton view showing the trans-
mission T in a schematic form in which the transmission
T is simplified to two forward gears (speeds).
[0023] The transmission T of this type comprises a
main shaft MS, a countershaft CS installed in parallel
with the main shaft MS, and a group of gears 16 which
are always meshed with each others and are each pro-
vided with a hydraulic clutch (frictional engaging element
or hydraulic actuator) 20 associated therewith.
[0024] The engine torque taken from the crankshaft is
transmitted to the main shaft MS through a torque con-
verter 24 and is then transmitted to the driven wheels 16
(illustrated in Figure 1) via the countershaft CS and a
final speed-reducing gear 26 through the gears and the
clutch associated thereto.
[0025] Equations of motion of these elements are il-
lustrated in the figure. The shifting in the transmission T
is conducted or implemented by relieving the clutch of
the gear currently engaged and by engaging the clutch
of the gear to be shifted to such that the gears are
changed. The equations of equilibrium on the main shaft
MS and the countershaft CS at the respective phases
(mentioned at the bottom of the figure) in shift (more pre-
cisely, the transient conditions of gear shifting) are illus-
trated in the bottom of the figure. The shift is expressed
by Eqs. 4 and 5 and events occurring in the order of low-
gear driving, the torque phase, the inertial phase and
high-gear driving.
[0026] Returning to the explanation of Figure 1, the
simulator 10 has a microcomputer 34, which is connected
to a controller 32 (the controller hereinafter referred to
"ECU" (Electronic Control Unit)) of the transmission T,
and which stores a control system design tool (computer-
aided design (CAD) programs or package) 34a. The con-
trol system design tool 34a inputs the aforesaid shift con-
trol algorithm of the ECU 32 and outputs a hydraulic pres-
sure supply command QAT to be supplied to the clutch
20 concerned based on the inputted data. In addition,
the control system design tool 34a designs or constructs
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models (modeling), downloads the designed models and
monitors the behavior of the ECU 32, etc.
[0027] Explaining the ECU 32, the ECU 32 is to be
provided with various sensors (not shown) when mount-
ed on the vehicle 12 including a crank angle sensor which
generates a signal indicative of the engine speed ωE, a
manifold absolute pressure sensor which generates a
signal indicative of the manifold absolute pressure (en-
gine load), a throttle position sensor which generates a
signal indicative of the throttle opening THHF of the throt-
tle valve, a vehicle speed sensor which generates a sig-
nal indicative of the vehicle speed V and a shift lever
position sensor which generates a signal indicative of the
position of the shift lever selected by the vehicle operator,
etc.
[0028] Further, the ECU 32 is to be provided with a
first rotational speed sensor provided in the vicinity of the
main shaft MS which generates a signal indicative of the
rotational speed ωMS of the main shaft based on the
rotation of the main shaft MS, a second rotational speed
sensor provided in the vicinity of the countershaft CS
which generates a signal indicative of the rotational
speed ωCS of the countershaft based on the rotation of
the countershaft CS, a temperature sensor installed in
the transmission T or at another appropriate location
which generates a signal indicative of the oil temperature,
i.e., the temperature TATF of the Automatic Transmis-
sion Fluid, and a brake switch provided in the vicinity of
a brake pedal (not shown) which generates an ON signal
when the brake pedal is depressed by the vehicle oper-
ator.
[0029] The ECU 32 comprises a microcomputer hav-
ing a CPU (central processing unit), a ROM (read-only
memory), a RAM (random access memory), an input cir-
cuit, an output circuit, etc. and determines the gear (gear
ratio) based on the detected throttle opening THHF and
vehicle speed V in accordance with the shift control al-
gorithm stored in the ROM. The ECU 32 then controls
shifting by energizing or deenergizing electromagnetic
solenoids including the linear solenoids and shift sole-
noids provided in a hydraulic circuit (explained later) con-
nected to each clutch 20 such that the determined gear
is established, when mounted on the vehicle 12.
[0030] Since the characteristic features of the inven-
tion reside in the simulator 10, more detained explanation
of the shift control performed by the ECU 32 is omitted.
[0031] The simulator 10 has a second microcomputer
36 which stores a first simulator section 36a. The first
simulator section 36a inputs the hydraulic pressure sup-
ply command QAT and calculates an estimated effective
clutch pressure (which is assumably generated in the
clutch 20 in response to the hydraulic pressure supply
command QAT) based on a shift-simulation model (a first
model). The first simulator section 36a also comprises a
computer-aided design (CAD) programs or package. The
second microcomputer 36 has a performance faster by
10 times or more in integer calculation than that consti-
tuting the ECU 32.

[0032] In the configuration illustrated in Figure 1, the
control system design tool 34a is connected to the ECU
32 through the second microcomputer 36 (which contains
the first simulator section 36a). More specifically, a dual-
port RAM 38 is provided between the ECU 32 and the
second microcomputer 36 and the dual-port RAM 38 acts
to communicates (as interrupt) between the ECU 32 and
the second microcomputer 36. The second microcom-
puter 36 (i.e., the first simulator section 36a) inputs the
model designed in the control system design tool 34a
and communicates with the ECU 32 through the dual-
port RAM 38 at every 10 msec.
[0033] More specifically, at every 10 msec., the control
system design tool 34a inputs a shift signal QATNUM
(shift command to upshift to or downshift from n-th gear),
the throttle position THHF and the engine speed ωE, cal-
culate the hydraulic pressure supply command QAT
based on the inputted data, and outputs the same to the
ECU 32, as illustrated in Figure 3.
[0034] Based on the inputted hydraulic pressure sup-
ply command QAT, the ECU 32 calculates a current com-
mand (hereinafter referred to as "IACT") to be supplied
to the linear solenoids (electromagnetic solenoids) to en-
ergize or deenergize so as to drive the clutch 20 con-
cerned.
[0035] More precisely, the hydraulic pressure supply
command QAT comprises an ON-side hydraulic pres-
sure supply command QATON to be supplied to the
clutch 20 to be engaged and an OFF-side hydraulic pres-
sure supply command QATOFF to be supplied to the
clutch 20 to be disengaged (relieved). Figure 4 shows
the command QATON and Figure 5 shows the command
QATOFF. These hydraulic pressure supply commands
are outputted with respect to time t.
[0036] In the configuration shown in Figure 1, the first
simulator section 36a inputs the hydraulic pressure sup-
ply command QAT (indirectly outputted by the ECU 32)
from the control system design tool 34a, and measures
the clutch hydraulic pressure based on the shift control
algorithm for testing. After completing the measurement,
the first simulator section 36a calculates offline the esti-
mated effective clutch pressure (estimated effective
pressure) which is assumably generated in the clutch 20
in response to the hydraulic pressure supply command
QAT (more preciously, in response to the current com-
mand IACT.
[0037] Further, based on a second model (explained
later) describing the clutch behavior, the simulator 10 in-
puts the hydraulic pressure supply command QAT (more
precisely the current command IACT) outputted by the
ECU 32 and determines a gain (transfer function) α2 of
the second model such that output pressure (calculated
in response to the inputted data correspond to the input
of the model) begins to increase after a predetermined
period of time (transfer function) α1 (obtained by meas-
uring the behavior of the clutch 20) and then converges
to the aforesaid estimated effective clutch pressure (es-
timated effective pressure).
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[0038] Further, the simulator 10 simulates and analyz-
es/ evaluates the shift control algorithm on a real-time
basis based on a third model (explained later) which in-
corporates the second model therewith, and has a third
microcomputer 40 in which a second simulator section
40a is stored. The second simulator section 40a also
comprises a computer-aided design (CAD) programs or
package.
[0039] The third microcomputer 40 has a performance
faster by 100 times or more in integer calculation than
that of the ECU 32. The third microcomputer 40 (which
stores the second simulator section 40a) is connected to
the ECU 32 through an input/output interface 42. The
shift control algorithm stored in the ECU 32 is inputted
to the third microcomputer 40 through the input/output
interface 42 and is stored in its memory.
[0040] The input/output interface 42 generates pseudo
signals of the linear solenoids and the shift solenoids and
outputs the same to the third microcomputer 40. The
pseudo signals are signals to be used to actuate the hy-
draulic actuator (clutch 20 concerned) in the shift control
algorithm for testing and in conducting the simulation ex-
plained later.
[0041] The second simulator section 40a stored in the
third microcomputer 40 calculates outputs of the third
model (a driveshaft torque TDS, the engine speed ωE,
a clutch pressure PCL, etc.) based on the shift control
algorithm, to be generated in response to the pseudo
signals (and other pseudo signals indicating at least the
throttle opening THHF and the vehicle speed V. Then,
the second simulator section 40a analyzes and evaluates
the shift control algorithm stored in the ECU 32, and dem-
onstrates the result of the analysis and emulation through
a display (not shown).
[0042] In Figure 1, the reference numeral 44 indicates
a host computer (offline computer) which also constructs
or design models and downloads the same on the third
microcomputer 40 and sets data for the simulation, etc.
[0043] Based on the above, the operation of a simula-
tor for automatic vehicle transmission controllers accord-
ing to this embodiment of the invention will be explained
with reference to the flow chart of Figure 6.
[0044] The program begins in S10 in which a model
for testing (hydraulic circuited design model) is designed
or constructed, i.e., preparation for testing is conducted
using the host computer 44. The hydraulic circuit design
model is a model which descries the behavior of the hy-
draulic circuit of the hydraulic actuators (such as the
clutches) and is designed or constructed by the host com-
puter 44.
[0045] Figure 7 is a hydraulic circuit diagram partly
showing the configuration of this hydraulic circuit design
model. As mentioned above, the transmission T has the
structure of parallel-installed-shaft type of five forward
gears and one reverse gear and hence, has one clutch
for each gear. Figure 7 illustrates a part of the model
concerning one of the clutches 20 such as the clutch for
3rd gear.

[0046] Outlining the configuration in the figure, the fluid
(oil; ATF) pumped by an oil pump 46 from the reservoir
(not shown) is regulated to a predetermined high pres-
sure by a regulator valve 50 and is then supplied to the
clutch 20 through an accumulator 52 and an orifice 54.
A shift valve 60 and the aforesaid linear solenoid (des-
ignated by reference numeral 62) are provided at a path
56 connecting the regulator valve 50 and the clutch 20,
which regulates the pressure supply to the clutch 20.
[0047] Returning to the explanation of the flow chart
of Figure 6, the program proceeds to S 12 in which the
test is conducted in the system mentioned with reference
to Figure 1 and constituted by the ECU 32, the control
system design tool 34a and the first simulator section
36a using the model to obtain hydraulic pressure (wave
form) during shifting which is generated or outputted in
response to current supply command IACT generated
based on the hydraulic pressure supply command QAT
(more precisely, the commands QATON and QATOFF)
in accordance with the shift control algorithm stored in
the ECU 32. Simply saying, this amounts for grasping or
recognizing events occurred in the vehicle 12. Figure 8
shows the results of testing.
[0048] In the flow chart of Figure 6, the program then
proceeds to S14 in which the result of test is analyzed.
Specifically, this is done in the first simulator section 36a,
by calculating the aforesaid estimated effective clutch
pressure which is estimated to be generate in the clutch
20 of the transmission T in response to the hydraulic pres-
sure supply command QAT (more precisely, the current
supply command IACT), with the use of the aforesaid
shift simulation model (first model).
[0049] Figure 9 is a block diagram showing the details
of the shift simulation model.
[0050] Based on the equations of motion of the paral-
lel-installed-shaft transmission T illustrated in Figure 2 in
the simplified form, the entire system ranging from the
engine E to the vehicle (vehicle body) 12 can be modeled
as illustrated in Figure 9. In this figure, "ENGINE" indi-
cates a model describing the behavior of the engine E;
"TORQUE CONVERTER" indicates a model describing
the behavior of the torque converter 24; "TRANSMIS-
SION" indicates a model describing the behavior of the
transmission T; "VEHICLE" indicates a vehicle body
model describing the behavior of the vehicle 12; and "HY-
DRAULIC CIRCUIT" is the hydraulic circuit design model
partly illustrated in Figure 7.
[0051] In the configuration illustrated in Figure 9, the
output torque TE outputted from the engine model is con-
verted in the torque converter model and is then inputted
to the transmission model. The driveshaft torque TDS
outputted from the transmission model is inputted to the
vehicle body model. The vehicle body model outputs a
driveshaft speed ωV (corresponding to the vehicle speed
V). The transmission model inputs the driveshaft speed
ωV and outputs the main shaft speed ωMS. The outputted
value is then converted in the torque converter model
which outputs the engine speed ωE (corresponding to
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NE) and sends the same to the engine model. At the
same time, the engine torque TE is converted into a main
shaft torque TMS through the torque converter model.
[0052] As mentioned above, the shift (specifically, gear
shifting, more specifically, the transient conditions of gear
shifting) is expressed by Eqs. 4 and 5. The shift shock
experienced by the vehicle operator in the transient con-
ditions of gear shifting is the change in acceleration in
the vehicle forwarding direction expressed by Eq. 7 illus-
trated in Figure 2. In the transient conditions of gear shift-
ing, since the change in vehicle speed is slight and hence
the running resistance can be assumed to be constant,
the magnitude of degree of the shift shock is proportional
to the driveshaft torque TDS.
[0053] Since the details of this simulation model and
the simulation using this model is described in an appli-
cation (US patent application 09/802,974 filed on March
12, 2001) proposed by the applicant, no further explana-
tion will be made here.
[0054] In S14 of the flow chart of Figure 6, the (esti-
mated) effective clutch pressure PCL is thus calculated
back from the driveshaft torque TDS of the vehicle 12,
the hydraulic pressure and the speed based on Eqs. 8
to 15 illustrated in Figure 2.
[0055] Specifically, as illustrated in Figure 10 (which
is an enlarged view of a portion shown in Figure 4), the
hydraulic pressure supply command QAT is inputted and
then, the estimated effective clutch pressure PCL which
is estimated to be generated in the clutch 20 concerned
(such as the third clutch) and the driveshaft torque TDS
(more precisely, an estimated driveshaft torque TDS) are
calculated as illustrated in Figure 11.
[0056] More specifically, as illustrated in Figure 10,
while fixing a period of time Const during which the height
of pressure should be kept flat, several values of the hy-
draulic pressure supply command QAT each indicating
different heights of pressure are inputted. Then, several
values of the estimated effective clutch pressure PCL
and the driveshaft torque TDS (which are assumably to
be generated in driving the vehicle 12 in a real world) are
calculated.
[0057] Returning to the explanation of Figure 6, the
program proceeds to S16 in which a simplified hydraulic
model is designed and its transfer functions are deter-
mined.
[0058] Specifically, as mentioned above, the simplified
hydraulic model is designed or constructed and the trans-
fer functions (the predetermined period of time which cor-
responds to a time necessary for the play-removing
clutch stroke) α1 and the gain α2) are determined such
that the inputted value (the current supply command
IACT corresponding to the hydraulic pressure supply
command QAT) converges to the output pressure (esti-
mated effective clutch pressure PCL).
[0059] More specifically, the gain α2 of the simplified
hydraulic model is determined such that the outputted
value (calculated in response to the inputted value) be-
gins to increase after the predetermined period of time

α1 (obtained by measuring the behavior of the clutches
20) and then converges to the estimated effective clutch
pressure PCL, and the predetermined period of time α1
and the gain α2 are stored in such a way that they can
be retrieved from predetermined parameters.
[0060] Explaining this, as mentioned above, the clutch
20 has a clearance which is occupied with a mixture of
fluid and air, the clearance becomes a kind of black box
or a dead volume. For this reason, the response to the
hydraulic pressure supply command indicative of this
play-removing stroke at the beginning of shift, is poor.
As a result, it has hitherto needed much time to set the
data appropriately, acting a bar to shorten simulation
time. In other words, in order to conduct simulation ac-
curately, the second simulator section 40a must conduct
necessary calculations with the use of a highly-accurate
model. However, the calculation performance of the sec-
ond simulator section 40a is not free from its perform-
ance.
[0061] In view of this problem, this embodiment is con-
figured such that the amount of fluid (oil) in the clutch
dead volume is actually measured. Figure 12 illustrates
the results of the measurement at clutch engaging and
disengaging. The figure shows the results of measure-
ment when the clutch speed NCL is 2000 rpm. This em-
bodiment is further configured such that, based on the
results of measurement, the simplified hydraulic model
(which describes the behavior of the clutch 20) is de-
signed or constructed, as illustrated in Figure 13.
[0062] In other words, the results of measurement il-
lustrated in Figure 12 are utilized as the backup data of
the simplified hydraulic model. In Figure 12, the portion
around 32.5 mm in the oil-filling-radius (right side) corre-
sponding to around 0.13 Mpa in the hydraulic (oil) pres-
sure in engagement (left side), indicates the condition
where the clearance is filled with fluid (oil). The transfer
function is determined based on a period of time starting
at a time when fluid (oil) begins ON (rising) and ending
at a time when the clearance is filled. In Figure 12, the
bottom illustrates the result of measurement when the
clutch 20 is disengaged or relieved, "t2" indicates a period
of time staring at a time when fluid begins dropping and
ending at a time when the clearance becomes empty.
[0063] Figure 14 is a flow chart showing the subroutine
for determining the transfer functions.
[0064] The program begins in S100 in which the de-
tected throttle opining THHF, the gears shifted and shift-
ed to, the ATF temperature TATF (or shift interval), the
hydraulic pressure supply command QAT and the clutch
speed NCL are read. The shift interval is calculated from
an interval between the last and current shift signals. In-
stead of the hydraulic pressure supply command QAT,
the current supply command IACT may be used.
[0065] The program then proceeds to S 102 in which
the predetermined period of time α1 is retrieved from
mapped data using these parameters as address data.
Figure 15A is a graph showing characteristics of the
mapped data. Specifically, as illustrated in Figure 15A,
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the time α1 is set or determined separately for clutch
speeds (e.g., every 1000 rpm) NCL with respect to the
ATF temperature TATF and the hydraulic pressure sup-
ply command QAT. The shift interval (some similar fac-
tors) may instead be used as illustrated in Figure 15B.
As mentioned above, the time α1 corresponds to a time
necessary for play-removing clutch piston stroke and is
obtained by measuring the amount of fluid (oil) in the
dead volume of the clutch 20.
[0066] The program then proceeds to S 104 in which
it is determined whether the current supply command
IACT is greater than a predetermined value IREF. The
predetermined value IREF is a value set to be corre-
sponding to the preset load of a return spring of the clutch
20 (e.g., 1 kgf/cm2).
[0067] The program then proceeds to S106 in which a
timer (up-counter) is started to count up and to measure
time lapse, to S 108 in which it is determined whether
the value of the timer is greater than the time α1. When
the result is negative, the program is looped until the re-
sult becomes affirmative and if it does, the program pro-
ceeds to S110 in which the inputting of the current com-
mand value IACT is begun.
[0068] The program then proceeds to S112 in which
the gain (hydraulic response gain) α2 is retrieved from
mapped data using the parameters referred to in S 100
as address data. Figure 16A is a graph showing charac-
teristics of the mapped data. Specifically, as illustrated
in Figure 16A, the gain α2 is similarly set or determined
separately for clutch speeds (every 1000 rpm) NCL with
respect to the ATF temperature TATF and the hydraulic
pressure supply command QAT. The shift interval (some
similar factors) may instead be used as illustrated in Fig-
ure 16B.
[0069] The program then proceeds to S114 in which
the output y (output (hydraulic) pressure) is calculated
using the gain α2 in accordance with an equation illus-
trated there.
[0070] The processing of the flow chart of Figure 14
will be explained with reference to Figure 13.
[0071] The input x (current command IACT) is sent to
a block Z1 where the input x is compared with the pre-
determined value IREF. Figure 17 is a graph showing
the configuration of the block Z1. As illustrated, it is con-
figured to output 1 when the input x exceeds the prede-
termined value. The output of the block Z1 is then sent
to a block Z2 where the value is subjected to integration.
The block Z2 is a time integrator (corresponding to the
aforesaid timer) which outputs 1 for 1 sec.
[0072] The output of the block Z2 is sent to a block Z3
where it is compared with the predetermined time α1.
Figure 18 is a graph showing the configuration of the
block Z3. As illustrated, it is configured to output 0 until
the output of the block Z2 exceeds the predetermined
time α1, but outputs 1 when the output of the block Z2
exceeds the predetermined time α1. The output of the
block Z3 is sent to a multiplier Z4 where it is multiplied
by the input x.

[0073] With this, as illustrated in Figure 19, the output
of the multiplier Z4 is kept 0 until the predetermined time
α1 has passed. And if it does, the multiplier Z4 outputs
the input x immediately. The output of the multiplier Z4
is sent to a gain regulator Z5 where the output y is cal-
culated with the use of the gain α2 and the equation (il-
lustrated in S114).
[0074] As will be understood from the equation, the
output y is determined such that the difference between
the input x and the output y decreases. In other words,
the transfer function α2 of the simplified hydraulic model
is determined such that the output (output pressure) y
converges to the estimated effective clutch pressure
PCL.
[0075] Figure 20 is a graph showing the result of
processing mentioned with reference to Figures 13 and
14. The illustrated is an example where the gears are
shifted from 1st to 2nd and the throttle opening is 2/8
(where, 8 indicates the fully-opened state).
[0076] In the figure, "CALCULATION RESULT OF
SIMPLIFIED HYDRAULIC MODEL" indicates the output
y obtained with the use of the simplified hydraulic model.
And "ESTIMATED EFFECTIVE CLUTCH PRESSURE"
is the aforesaid clutch pressure estimated from the meas-
ured hydraulic pressure and driveshaft torque TDS, using
the same input IACT. From the figure, it will be under-
stood that the output (output hydraulic pressure) y is al-
most equal to the estimated effective clutch pressure
PCL.
[0077] Returning to the explanation of the flow chart
of Figure 6, the program then proceeds to S18 in which
a real-time shift simulation model (third model) is de-
signed or constructed by incorporating the simplified hy-
draulic model in the shift simulation model. Specifically,
this is done by incorporating the simplified hydraulic mod-
el illustrated in Figure 13 with the model illustrated in
Figure 9. Figure 21 is a block diagram showing the con-
figuration of the real-time shift simulation model.
[0078] In the flow chart of Figure 6, the program then
proceeds to S20 in which real-time simulation is conduct-
ed in the configuration constituted by the second simu-
lator section 40a and the input/output interface 42 (i.e.
HILS shown in Figure 1), using the real-time shift simu-
lation model, and the shift control algorithm stored in the
ECU 12 is analyzed or evaluated to determine whether
the shift shock occurs.
[0079] Since the details of the real-time simulation
were described in the aforesaid earlier application pro-
posed by the applicant, no further explanation will be
made. In the configuration described in the earlier appli-
cation, the transmission model was divided into a clutch
section and others. The calculation (sampling time) of
the clutch section was executed once every 20 Psec.,
while that of the rest including the other the transmission
model and other model (such as an engine model) was
executed once every 200 Psec., such that real-time sim-
ulation was realized with the sampling time of 20 Psec.
[0080] In the configuration of this embodiment accord-
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ing to the invention, by using of the simplified hydraulic
model, the inventors have noted that it took only 4 sec.
to simulate one shift (in a real world which usually needs
approximately 1.5 sec.) in the simulation referred to in
S20. When the same simulation was conducted on the
same computer using the model described in the prior
art, it took 120 sec. Thus, the simulation time is thus de-
creased to 1/30 and is thus be markedly shortened. In
other words, it now becomes possible to conduct simu-
lation in a time close to the time of actual shift.
[0081] Figure 22 is a set of graphs showing the result
of this real-time shift simulation. In the figure, "SIMULA-
TION RESULT" indicates the result of this simulation and
"MEASURED DATA" indicates measured values gath-
ered on an actual shift control (in a real world) conducted
by the same ECU 32 (which is the same one as used in
the simulation). As will be seen from the graphs, the real-
tome simulation conducted in this embodiment exhibits
almost same results obtained in the actual shift control.
[0082] Having been configured in the foregoing man-
ner, in a simulator for automatic vehicle transmission con-
trollers according to th is embodiment, the simplified hy-
draulic (second model) describing the behavior of the
clutch whose operation is not linear, is designed and de-
termines its transfer functions such that the input x (IACT
corresponding to QAT) is immediately sent to the gain
regulator Z5 when the time (timer value) during which
the input x exceeds the predetermined value, is greater
than the predetermined time α1, and in the gain regulator
Z5, the gain α2 is determined in such a manner that the
difference between the input x and the output y decreas-
es, in other words, the gain α2 is determined such that
the output (output pressure) y converges the estimated
effective clutch pressure PCL.
[0083] With this, by using such a simplified model, it
becomes possible to decrease simulation time to 4 sec.
or thereabout, enabling to simulation in a time close to
an actual shift of approximately 1.5 sec. In particular,
since the output calculation in the second simulator sec-
tion 40a is not necessary for the predetermined time α1,
this can decrease the calculation load of the second sim-
ulator section 40a and contributes greatly in the reduction
of simulation time.
[0084] Furthermore, the simulator in this embodiment
is configured such that the transfer functions α1, α2 are
obtained by retrieving the mapped data by the predeter-
mined parameter. With this, when the simulator is to be
used on different transmissions, it suffices if the amount
of fluid (oil) in the clearance is measured and the prede-
termined parameters are corrected in response to the
results of measurement.
[0085] Thus, the simulator for a controller of an auto-
matic vehicle transmissions according to this embodi-
ment is improved in terms of general-purpose and can
simulate shift algorithm stored in the controllers in a con-
stant time for different clutches.
[0086] Figure 23 is a view, similar to Figure 6, but show-
ing the operation of a simulator for automatic vehicle

transmission controllers according to a second embodi-
ment of the invention.
[0087] Explaining the flow chart, the program begins
in S 10 and proceeds up to S20 in the same manner as
that of the first embodiment, proceeds to S22 in which
the shift control algorithm is analyzed and characteristics
or values inherent to the transmission T (and the engine
E) are determined.
[0088] Specifically, the second embodiment aims to
conduct durability testing using the real-time shift simu-
lation model used in the first embodiment to evaluate the
quality of the automatic transmission (product) T.
[0089] The correlation of the durability testing and the
shift control simulation will be explained.
[0090] Figure 24 ia a block diagram showing the cor-
relation of the durability testing and the real-time simu-
lation and Figure 25 is a flow chart showing the same.
[0091] Briefly explaining this, the behavior of the shift
control algorithm stored in the ECU 32 mounted on the
vehicle 12 is simulated offline by the second simulator
section 40a, and the characteristics inherent to the trans-
mission T (and the engine E) are determined or estimat-
ed.
[0092] Then, parameters (durability degradation fac-
tors) which would influence on the determined charac-
teristics when the durability of the transmission T is de-
graded, are extracted. Then, the durability simulation is
repeated using the real-time shift simulation model, while
changing the extracted parameters, and the occurrence
of any undesirable phenomenon is forecast or predicted.
The result of forecast is demonstrated on the display of
the second simulator section 40a.
[0093] Then, the durability simulation is continuously
repeated, while correcting the data (constituting the shift
control algorithm) stored in the ROM of the ECU 32, until
the forecast undesirable phenomenon disappears. Final-
ly, actual durability testing (i.e., the bench test conducted
by connecting it to the actual engine E) is conducted to
evaluate the quality of the transmission T and the shift
control algorithm.
[0094] Returning to the flow chart of Figure 23, this will
be explained.
[0095] As mentioned above, in S22, the shift control
algorithm is analyzed and characteristics inherent to the
transmission T are determined.
[0096] Specifically, the second simulator section 40a
is connected to the ECU 32 through the input/output in-
terface 42 to input the shift control algorithm. The second
simulator section 40a analyzes the inputted shift control
algorithm and based on the analysis, it then analyzes or
determines the characteristics of the transmission T (and
the engine E) during shift is made in accordance with the
shift control algorithm. What are analyzed or determine
are, as illustrated in Figure 24, the engine (correction)
torque, the engine speed ωE, clutch friction characteristic
(clutch frictional coefficient P), the operating conditions
of the ECU 32, etc. The second simulator section 40a
analyzes these parameters of the transmission T (test
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piece) and determines or analyzes characteristics or val-
ues inherent to it, i.e., it determines or analyzes inherent
or initial values (due to manufacturing variance).
[0097] Figures 26A to 26C are views showing the result
of the determination or analysis. Figure 26A is a chart
showing an example of the result of analysis of the test
piece obtained separately for kinds of shift (such as up-
shifting from 1st to 3rd) and the throttle opening THHF.
Figure 26B is a graph showing the friction characteristic
(frictional coefficient P) inherent to the clutch 20 deter-
mined from the result of analysis illustrated in Figure 26A,
and Figure 26C is a graph similarly showing the charac-
teristic of (correction) torque inherent to the engine E
determined from the result of analysis illustrated in Figure
26A. As illustrated in the figures, each deviation (due to
manufacturing variance) from the median (standard val-
ue) is determined as the characteristics or values inher-
ent to the test piece.
[0098] Returning to the explanation of the flow chart
of Figure 23, the program then proceeds to S24 in which
the aforesaid parameters having influence on the degra-
dation of the transmission T are extracted. The parame-
ters are the ATF temperature TATF, the clearance CL of
the clutch 20, and the friction coefficient P of the clutch 20.
[0099] The program then proceeds to S26 in which the
preparation of the durability simulation using the real-
time shift simulation model implemented on the system
including the second simulator section 40a (illustrated in
Figure 1) is conducted.
[0100] The program then proceeds to S28 in which the
durability simulation is repeated, while changing the pa-
rameters (durability degradation factors), and obtains or
calculates the behavior change of the model (the real-
time shift simulation model illustrated in Figure 21) de-
scribing the behavior of the vehicle 12, the engine E and
the transmission T, in other words, conducts modeling
of the real-time simulation model (i.e., correlation of the
simulation model) to forecast or predict a undesirable
phenomenon during shift from the behavior change of
the model.
[0101] Specifically, the TATF temperature TATF is
changed from -30°C to + 140° C, the clutch clearance
CL is changed by a prescribed amount from the median
(standard value corresponding to that of a new one) in
an increasing direction (i.e., in the direction in which the
degradation is increased), and the clutch friction coeffi-
cient P is changed by a prescribed amount from the me-
dian (standard value corresponding to that of a new one)
in a decreasing direction (i.e., the degradation is in-
creased). Then, the behavior change which would occur
in the model (illustrated in Figure 21) in response to these
changes of the parameters, is calculated.
[0102] More specifically, the model behavior change
is calculated, when TATF is -30° C, while CL and P are
fixed at their medians. Then, the model behavior change
is calculated, when TATF is -29° C, while CL and P are
still fixed at their medians. In this way, the model behavior
change is successively calculated when TATF is

changed by 1° C, while the other two parameters are kept
unchanged.
[0103] Next, the model behavior change is calculated,
when CL is changed by the prescribed in the increasing
direction, while TAFT is set to -30° C and P is set to its
median, and is successively calculated, when CL is con-
tinued to be changed by the prescribed amount in the
increasing direction, while the other two parameters are
kept unchanged.
[0104] Next, the model behavior change is calculated,
when P is successively changed by the prescribed
amount in the decreasing direction, while TAFT is set to
-30 °C and CL is set to its median.
[0105] After the simulation while changing the param-
eters in this manner have been finished, the results of
simulation are processed offline on the host computer
44, and the data of the ECU 32 is evaluated for the re-
spective parameters. Then, based on the result of eval-
uation, the occurrence of undesirable shift phenomenon
is forecast or predicted. Since the volume of calculation
of the model behavior change due to the change of the
parameters becomes huge, the calculation result of the
model behavior changes is stored as a data base. With
this, it becomes possible to decrease the volume of cal-
culation and the simulation time, if similar durability sim-
ulation is conducted on different transmissions.
[0106] Figure 27 is a graph showing an example of the
durability simulation mentioned above. In the illustrated
example, the clutch clearance CL was changed in the
increasing direction. Here, in the simulation, the occur-
rence of undesirable shift phenomenon, i.e., an exces-
sive engine speed increase was forecast in the data (shift
control algorithm) of the ECU 32. Accordingly, the data
of the ECU 32 was corrected and the durability simulation
was repeated such that the problem was solved. There-
fore, it is now possible to conduct the actual bench test
(illustrated at the right top of the figure). The inventors
have found that It took only 5.5 days to evaluate the shift
control algorithm through the durability simulation in this
manner.
[0107] The period of time for testing will be explained.
[0108] it hitherto took 20 days or thereabout to manu-
facture a test transmission and conduct a preliminary
testing on the transmission to evaluate the quality or per-
formance of the data (constituting the shift control algo-
rithm) of the ECU 32. Then, the bench test was conducted
continuously for several months to test the durability and
evaluate the quality of the transmission and the shift con-
trol algorithm.
[0109] On the contrary, in this embodiment, since oc-
currence of undesirable shift phenomenon is forecast or
predicted through the repeated durability simulation, the
manufacturing of a test transmission and the preliminary
test are no longer needed. More specifically, the period
of 20 days is now shortened to 5.5 days of simulation.
With this, it becomes possible to save 14 days. Thus, the
efficiency of transmission development can be markedly
improved and costs for evaluating the quality of product
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can also be decreased.
[0110] Figure 28 is a graph sowing the result of the
durability simulation, more precisely, the result of
processing (analyzing) of the durability simulation on the
host computer 44. It exhibits the degradation of the clutch
friction coefficient P after 38/318 cycles and 251/318 cy-
cles (where "cycle" indicates a unit of virtual running of
the vehicle 12). In the illustrated data, the friction coeffi-
cient is that of the clutch for 2nd gear (ON-side) during
upshifting from 1st to 2nd. The data exhibits that the deg-
radation of 0.01 in average was found (forecast).
[0111] Figure 29 is a graph similarly sowing the result
of the durability simulation, more precisely, the result of
processing (analyzing) of the durability simulation on the
host computer 44. It exhibits the degradation of the clutch
friction coefficient P for separate throttle opening THHF.
The illustrated data exhibits that a variance of 0.02 in P
in the clutch for 2nd gear (ON-side) during upshifting from
1st to 2nd, was found (forecast).
[0112] Figure 30 is a set of graphs showing the result
of durability simulation which was conducted on the con-
dition mentioned with reference to Figure 28 and exhibits
the same when the clutch clearance CL is increased (de-
graded). As illustrated, the occurrence of excessive en-
gine speed increase (150 rpm) was seen (forecast).
[0113] Returning to the explanation of the flow chart
of Figure 23, the program proceeds to S30 in which the
durability simulation is repeated by correcting the shift
control algorithm (data) stored in the ROM of the ECU
32 based on the inherent value(s) of the estimated char-
acteristic(s) until a forecast undesirable shift phenome-
non disappears.
[0114] Figure 31 is a flow showing the subroutine for
coping with the situation when the occurrence of a un-
desirable shift phenomenon is forecast.
[0115] The processing of this flow chart will be ex-
plained taking as the example the situation where the
occurrence of excessive engine speed increase such as
illustrated in Figure 30 is forecast and the shift control
algorithm is corrected by adjusting the OFF-side flat pres-
sure of the clutch 20 concerned.
[0116] The program begins in S200 in which it is de-
termined whether the OFF-side clutch flat pressure (il-
lustrated by encircled 5 in Figure 5) is low. Specifically,
this is done, as illustrated in Figure 32, by determining
whether the OFF-side clutch torque TCoff (obtained by
the simulation) is less than a transmission input torque Tt.
[0117] When the result is affirmative, the program pro-
ceeds to S202 in which the OFF-side clutch flat pressure
is increased to the transmission input torque Tt, to S204
in which the durability simulation is again conducted, to
S206 in which it is determined whether excessive in-
crease amount of engine speed is less than 50 rpm.
When the result is affirmative, since this indicates the
troublesome shift phenomenon is removed, the program
is immediately terminated.
[0118] When the result in S206 is negative, the pro-
gram loops back to S200 and if the result is negative, the

program proceeds to S208 in which it is determined
whether a period of time during which the OFF-side flat
pressure keeping time (illustrated by encircled 4 in Figure
5) T 1 is less than a predetermined value T2. When the
result is affirmative, the program proceeds to S210 in
which the time T1 is extended to T2, for example, and to
S204 in which the durability simulation is again conduct-
ed and to S206 to conduct the determination. When the
result in S206 is affirmative, the program is immediately
terminated.
[0119] When the result in S206 is negative, the pro-
gram loops back to S200 and if the result is negative, the
program proceeds to S208 to conduct the determination.
When the result is negative, the program proceeds to
S212 in which it is determined whether the ON-side pre-
paratory pressure (illustrated by encircled 3 in Figure 4)
obtained through the simulation is low. Specifically, this
is done, as illustrated in Figure 34, by determining wheth-
er the sum of the ON-side clutch torque TCon and the
OFF-side clutch torque TCoff (obtained through the sim-
ulation) is greater than the transmission input torque Tt.
This is because the excessive engine speed increase
occurs when the sum of the clutch torque at the ON-side
and the OFF-side is less than the transmission input
torque Tt.
[0120] When the result is affirmative, the program pro-
ceeds to S214 in which the ON-side clutch preparatory
pressure is increased, to S204 in which the durability
simulation is again conducted, to S206 to conduct the
determination. When the result is affirmative, the pro-
gram is immediately terminated.
[0121] On the other hand, when the result in S206 is
negative, the program loops back to S200 and when the
results in S200, S208 and S212 are negative, the pro-
gram proceeds to S216 in which it is determined whether
the ON-side clutch preparatory pressure keeping time
(illustrated by encircled 4 in Figure 4) T3 is less than a
predetermined value T4, as illustrated in Figure 35. When
the result is affirmative, the program proceeds to S218
in which the time T3 is extended to T4, for example, and
to S204 in which the durability simulation is again con-
ducted and to S206 to conduct the determination. When
the result in S206 is affirmative, the program is immedi-
ately terminated. On the other hand, when the result in
S206 is negative, the program again loops back to S200
and repeats the procedures mentioned above.
[0122] Thus, it becomes possible to restrict the amount
of correction of the shift control algorithm to a necessary
and least limit by changing a part of the data constituting
the shift control algorithm. With this, in the example
shown in Figure 30, the excessive engine speed increase
(illustrated in Figure 30) can be completely removed and
solved.
[0123] Figure 37 is a graph, obtained by overlapping
the graphs in Figures 30 and 36, showing the situation
where the occurrence of undesirable and troublesome
shift phenomenon was forecast through the durability
simulation, but was removed by repeating the simulation,
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while correcting the shift control algorithm stored in the
ECU 32.
[0124] It should be noted that the actual durability test
is then conducted by placing the transmission T on a test
bench and by connecting it to the engine E, as illustrated
in Figure 27 to determine product quality of the transmis-
sion T and the shift control algorithm. In fact, the inventors
have found that desired quality of product was revealed
in the actual bench test and hence, the preliminary test
(and manufacturing of a test transmission) was no longer
needed.
[0125] It should also be noted in the above that al-
though the three kinds of parameters including the ATF
temperature TATF, the clutch clearance CL and the
clutch friction coefficient P are all used, it is alternatively
possible to use only one or two of the three. It should
further be noted that these three parameters are exam-
ples and other similar parameter(s) may instead be used.
[0126] As mentioned in the above, a simulator for au-
tomatic vehicle transmission controllers according to the
second embodiment is configured such that the durability
of the transmission T is tested through simulation using
the ECU 32 only. With this, it becomes no longer neces-
sary to build a transmission for testing or to conduct the
preliminary test Further, it becomes possible to shorten
the period of test to be conducted before the bench test
from 20 days to 5.5 days, thereby enabling to enhance
the efficiency of development of the automatic vehicle
transmissions and to decrease the cost for evaluating
the quality of product. Furthermore, with this, it becomes
possible to improve the reliability to the durability of the
product. Furthermore, since the simulation is conducted
in a time close to that of actual gear shifting, the efficiency
of development is further enhanced.
[0127] Further, since the calculation result of the model
behavior changes is stored as a data base, it becomes
possible to decrease the volume of calculation and the
simulation time, when similar durability simulation is con-
ducted on different transmissions.
[0128] The first and second embodiments are thus
configured to have a simulator having computer-aided
design programs for simulating a shift control algorithm
stored in a shift controller (32) of an automatic transmis-
sion (T) mounted on a vehicle (12) and having a hydraulic
actuator (20) to transmit power generated by an internal
combustion engine (E) to drive wheels (14) based on at
least throttle opening (THHF) and vehicle speed (V) in
accordance with the shift control algorithm. The charac-
teristic features are that the simulator includes: a control
system design tool (34a, S10, S12) which is connected
to the shift controller to inputs the shift control algorithm
and which outputs a hydraulic pressure supply command
(QAT) based on the inputted shift control algorithm; a
first simulator section (36a, S 14) which is connected to
the control system design tool to inputs the hydraulic
pressure supply command (QAT) and which estimates
an effective clutch pressure (PCL) that is assumably gen-
erated in the hydraulic actuator (20) in response to the

hydraulic pressure supply command based on a first
model (shift simulation model) describing entire system
including the transmission (T); and a second simulator
section (40a, S18 - S20) which is connected to the control
system design tool and the first simulator section and
which determines transfer functions (α1, α2) of a second
model (simplified hydraulic model) describing behavior
of the hydraulic actuator (20) such that an output of the
second model converges the estimated effective hydrau-
lic pressure; wherein the second simulator section sim-
ulates an evaluates the shift control algorithm based on
a third model (real-time shift simulation model) obtained
by incorporating the second model with the first model.
[0129] The simulator further includes: a host computer
(44) which designs the second model and stores data
such that the second simulator section determines the
transfer functions by retrieving the stored data by prede-
termined parameter.
[0130] In the simulator, the transfer functions includes
a first transfer function (α1) which is corresponding to a
predetermined period of time at which the output of the
second model begins increasing.
[0131] In the simulator, the second model includes a
function (Z3) which generates the output (y) when a time
during which an input (x) of the second model exceeds
a predetermined value (IREF), is greater than the prede-
termined period of time.
[0132] In the simulator, the transfer function includes
a second transfer function (α2) which is multiplied to an
input (x) of the second model such that the output (y) of
the second model converges the estimated effective hy-
draulic pressure.
[0133] In the simulator, the parameter is at least one
of a fluid temperature of the transmission (TATF), a ro-
tational speed of the hydraulic actuators (NCL), the hy-
draulic supply command (QAT) and a shift interval.
[0134] In the simulator, the second simulator section
further includes; parameter extracting means (S24) for
extracting a parameter having influence on durability of
the transmission (T); undesirable shift phenomenon fore-
casting means (S26, S28) for conducting simulation
based on the third model, while changing the parameter
and forecasting occurrence of undesirable phenomenon
based on behavior change of the third model; and algo-
rithm correcting means (S30, S200 - S218) for correcting
the shift control algorithm based on a result of forecasting.
[0135] In the simulator, the algorithm correcting means
corrects the shift control algorithm by repeating the sim-
ulation until the forecast occurrence of undesirable phe-
nomenon disappears.
[0136] In the simulator, the second simulator section
further includes; transmission characteristic analyzing
means (S22) for analyzing the characteristics of the
transmission when shift is conducted in accordance with
the shift control algorithm; and the algorithm correcting
means corrects the shift control algorithm based on the
analyzed characteristic of the transmission.
[0137] The simulator further includes: data base which
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stores the behavior change of the third model when the
parameter is changed.
[0138] In the simulator, the algorithm correcting means
corrects a least part of the shift control algorithm based
on a result of the forecast, and the parameter is at least
one of a fluid temperature of the transmission (TATF), a
clearance of the hydraulic actuator (CL), and a friction
coefficient of the hydraulic actuator (P).
[0139] A simulator comprising computer-aided design
programs for simulating a shift control algorithm stored
in an ECU of an automatic transmission having hydraulic
clutches. In the simulator, a simplified hydraulic describ-
ing the behavior of the clutch is designed and is incorpo-
rated with a model describing the entire system so as to
design a third model based on which simulation is con-
ducted. With this, by using such a simplified model, it
becomes possible to decrease simulation time to 4 sec.,
enabling to simulation in a time close to an actual shift
of approximately 1.5 sec. Moreover, the durability of
transmission is tested by repeating the simulation. When
the occurrence of undesirable shift phenomenon is fore-
cast in the simulation, the shift control algorithm is cor-
rected until the phenomenon disappears in the next sim-
ulation. With this, the manufacturing of a test transmis-
sion and a preliminary test are no longer needed, thereby
further improving the efficiency and costs of transmission
development.

Claims

1. A simulator having computer-aided design programs
for simulating a shift control algorithm stored in a
shift controller (32) of an automatic transmission (T)
mounted on a vehicle (12) and having a hydraulic
actuator (20) to transmit power generated by an in-
ternal combustion engine (E) to drive wheels (14)
based on at least throttle opening (THHF) and vehi-
cle speed (V) in accordance with the shift control
algorithm:

the simulator includes:

a control system design tool (34a) which is
connected to the shift controller to input the
shift control algorithm and which outputs a
hydraulic pressure supply command (QAT)
based on the inputted shift control algo-
rithm;
a first simulator section (36a) which is con-
nected to the control system design tool to
input the hydraulic pressure supply com-
mand (QAT) and which is adapted to esti-
mate an effective clutch pressure (PCL) that
is assumably generated in the hydraulic ac-
tuator (20) in response to the hydraulic pres-
sure supply command based on a first mod-
el describing entire system including the

transmission (T); and CHARACTERIZED
IN THAT:

a second simulator section (40a) which
is connected to the control system de-
sign tool and the first simulator section
and which is adapted to determine
transfer functions (α1, α2) of a second
model, such that an output of the sec-
ond model converges the estimated ef-
fective hydraulic pressure, said second
model being a simplified hydraulic mod-
el describing behavior of the hydraulic
actuator (20);
wherein the second simulator section
simulates and evaluates the shift con-
trol algorithm based on a third model
obtained by incorporating the second
model with the first model.

2. A simulator according to claim 1, further including:

a host computer (44) which designs the second
model and stores data such that the second sim-
ulator section determines the transfer functions
by retrieving the stored data by predetermined
parameter.

3. A simulator according to claim 1 or 2, wherein the
transfer functions include a first transfer function (α1)
which is corresponding to a predetermined period of
time at which the output of the second model begins
increasing.

4. A simulator according to claim 3, wherein the second
model includes a function (Z3) which generates the
output (y) when a time during which an input (x) of
the second model exceeds a predetermined value
(IREF), is greater than the predetermined period of
time.

5. A simulator according to claim 3 or claim 4, wherein
the transfer functions include a second transfer func-
tion (α2) which is multiplied to an input (x) of the
second model such that the output (y) of the second
model converges the estimated effective hydraulic
pressure.

6. A simulator according to any of claims 2 to 5, wherein
the parameter is at least one of a fluid temperature
of the transmission (TATF), a rotational speed of the
hydraulic actuators (NCL), the hydraulic supply com-
mand (QAT) and a shift interval.

7. A simulator according to claim 1, wherein the second
simulator section further includes;
parameter extracting means (S24) for extracting a
parameter having influence on durability of the trans-
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mission (T);
undesirable shift phenomenon forecasting means
(S26, S28) for conducting a durability simulation
based on the third model, while changing the param-
eter and forecasting occurrence of undesirable phe-
nomenon during a shift based on behavior change
of the third model;
and
algorithm correcting means (S30, S200 - S218) for
correcting the shift control algorithm based on a re-
sult of forecasting.

8. A simulator according to claim 7, wherein the algo-
rithm correcting means is adapted to correct the shift
control algorithm by repeating the simulation until
the forecast
occurrence of undesirable phenomenon disappears.

9. A simulator according to claim 7 or 8, further includ-
ing:

transmission characteristic analyzing means
(S22) for analyzing characteristics of the trans-
mission when shift is conducted in accordance
with the shift control algorithm;
wherein the algorithm correcting means is
adapted to correct the shift control algorithm
based on the analyzed characteristic of the
transmission.

10. A simulator according to any of claims 7 to 9, further
including:

data base which stores the behavior change of
the third model when the parameter is changed.

11. A simulator according any of claims 7 to 10, wherein
the algorithm correcting means is adapted to a least
part of the shift control algorithm based on a result
of the forecast.

12. A simulator according to any of claims 7 to 11, where-
in the parameter is at least one of a fluid temperature
of the transmission (TATF), a clearance of the hy-
draulic actuator (CL), and a friction coefficient of the
hydraulic actuator (P).

Patentansprüche

1. Simulator, welcher computergestützte Konstrukti-
onsprogramme aufweist, zum Simulieren eines
Schaltsteuerungs-/-regelungsalgorithmus, welcher
in einer Schaltsteuerungs-/-regelungsvorrichtung
(32) eines Automatikgetriebes (T) gespeichert ist,
welches an einem Fahrzeug (12) angebracht ist und
einen Hydraulikaktuator (20) aufweist, zum Übertra-
gen von Leistung an Antriebsräder (14), welche

durch einen Verbrennungsmotor (E) auf Grundlage
von wenigstens Drosselöffnung (THHF) und Fahr-
zeuggeschwindigkeit (V) erzeugt wird, gemäß dem
Schaltsteuerungs-/- regelungsalgorithmus,
wobei der Simulator umfasst:

ein Steuerungs-/Regelungssystem-Konstrukti-
onswerkzeug (34a), welches mit der Schalt-
steuerungs-/-regelungsvorrichtung verbunden
ist, um den Schaltsteuerungs-/-regelungsalgo-
rithmus einzugeben, und welches einen Hy-
draulikdruckversorgungsbefehl (QAT) auf
Grundlage des eingegebenen Schaltsteue-
rungs-/-regelungsalgorithmus ausgibt;
einen ersten Simulatorabschnitt (36a), welcher
mit dem Steuerungs-/Regelungssystem-Kon-
struktionswerkzeug verbunden ist, um den Hy-
draulikdruckversorgungsbefehl (QAT) einzuge-
ben, und welcher dazu angepasst ist, einen ef-
fektiven Kupplungsdruck (PCL) zu schätzen,
von welchem angenommen wird, dass er in dem
Hydraulikaktuator (20) in Reaktion auf den Hy-
draulikdruckversorgungsbefehl (QAT) erzeugt
wird, auf Grundlage eines ersten Modells, wel-
ches das gesamte System einschließlich des
Getriebes (T) beschreibt; und gekennzeichnet
durch
einen zweiter Simulatorabschnitt (40a), welcher
mit dem Steuerungs-/Regelungssystem-Kon-
struktionswerkzeug und dem ersten Simulator-
abschnitt verbunden ist, und welcher dazu an-
gepasst ist, Übertragungsfunktionen (α1, α2) ei-
nes zweiten Modells derart zu bestimmen, dass
eine Ausgabe des zweiten Modells sich dem ge-
schätzten effektiven Hydraulikdruck annähert,
wobei das zweite Modell ein vereinfachtes Hy-
draulikmodell ist, welches ein Verhalten des Hy-
draulikaktuators (20) beschreibt,

wobei der zweite Simulatorabschnitt den Schaltsteu-
erüngs-/- regelungsalgorithmus auf Grundlage ei-
nes dritten Modells simuliert und evaluiert, welches
durch Einbeziehung des zweiten Modells in das er-
ste Modell erhalten wurde.

2. Simulator nach Anspruch 1, ferner umfassend:

einen Hostcomputer (44), welcher das zweite
Modell entwirft und Daten speichert, so dass der
zweite Simulatorabschnitt die Übertragungs-
funktionen durch Abrufen der gespeicherten Da-
ten durch einen vorbestimmten Parameter be-
stimmt.

3. Simulator nach Anspruch 1 oder 2,
wobei die Übertragungsfunktionen eine erste Über-
tragungsfunktion (α1) umfassen, welche einer vor-
bestimmten Zeitspanne entspricht, bei welcher die
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Ausgabe des zweiten Modells zu steigen beginnt.

4. Simulator nach Anspruch 3,
wobei das zweite Modell eine Funktion (Z3) umfasst,
welche die Ausgabe (y) erzeugt, wenn eine Zeit,
während welcher eine Eingabe (x) des zweiten Mo-
dells einen vorbestimmten Wert (IREF) überschrei-
tet, größer als die vorbestimmte Zeitspanne ist.

5. Simulator nach Anspruch 3 oder Anspruch 4,
wobei die Übertragungsfunktionen eine zweite Über-
tragungsfunktion (α2) umfassen, welche mit einer
Eingabe (x) des zweiten Modells derart multipliziert
wird, dass die Ausgabe (y) des zweiten Modells sich
dem geschätzten effektiven Hydraulikdruck nähert.

6. Simulator nach einem der Ansprüche 2 bis 5, wobei
der Parameter wenigstens eines von einer Fluidtem-
perature des Getriebes (TATF), einer Drehge-
schwindigkeit der Hydraulikaktuatoren (NCL), dem
Hydraulikversorgungsbefehl (QAT) und einem
Schaltintervall ist.

7. Simulator nach Anspruch 1, wobei der zweite Simu-
latorabschnitt ferner umfasst:

Parameterextraktionsmittel (S24) zum Extrahie-
ren eines Parameters, welcher Einfluss auf der
Beständigkeit des Getriebes (T) hat;
Unerwünschtes-Schaltphänomen-Vorhersage-
mittel (S26, S28) zum Durchführen einer Be-
ständigkeitssimulation auf Grundlage des drit-
ten Modells, unter Veränderung des Parameters
und Vorhersagen eines Auftretens eines uner-
wünschten Phänomens während einer Schal-
tung auf Grundlage von Verhaltensänderung
des dritten Modells; und
Algorithmus-Korrekturmittel (S30, S200-S218)
zum Korrigieren des Schaltsteuerungs-/-rege-
lungsalgorithmus auf Grundlage eines Vorher-
sageergebnisses.

8. Simulator nach Anspruch 7, wobei die Algorithmus-
Korrekturmittel dazu angepasst sind, den Schalt-
steuerungs-/-regelungsalgorithmus durch Wieder-
holen der Simulation zu korrigieren, bis das vorher-
gesagte Auftreten eines unerwünschten Phäno-
mens verschwindet.

9. Simulator nach Anspruch 7 oder 8, ferner umfas-
send:

Getriebeeigenschaft-Analysemittel (S22) zum
Analysieren von Eigenschaften des Getriebes,
wenn eine Schaltung gemäß dem Schaltsteue-
rungs-/-regelungsalgorithmus durchgeführt
wird;
wobei die Algorithmus-Korrekturmittel ange-

passt sind, den Schaltsteuerungs-/-regelungs-
algorithmus auf Grundlage der analysierten Ei-
genschaft des Getriebes zu korrigieren.

10. Simulator nach einem der Ansprüche 7 bis 9, ferner
umfassend:

eine Datenbank, welche die Verhaltensände-
rung des dritten Modells speichert, wenn der Pa-
rameter verändert wird.

11. Simulator nach einem der Ansprüche 7 bis 10,
wobei die Algorithmus-Korrekturmittel dazu ange-
passt sind, wenigstens einen Teil des Schaltsteue-
rungs-/-regelungsalgorithmus auf Grundlage eines
Ergebnisses der Vorhersage zu korrigieren.

12. Simulator nach einem der Ansprüche 7 bis 11, wobei
der Parameter wenigstens eines von einer Fluidtem-
peratur des Getriebes (TATF), einem Spiel des Hy-
draulikaktuators (CL) und einem Reibungskoeffizi-
ent des Hydraulikaktuators (P) ist.

Revendications

1. Simulateur comportant des programmes de concep-
tion assistée par ordinateur pour simuler un algorith-
me de commande de changement de vitesse mé-
morisés dans un contrôleur de changement de vi-
tesse (32) d’une transmission automatique (T) mon-
tée sur un véhicule (12) et comportant un actionneur
hydraulique (20) pour transmettre la puissance gé-
nérée par un moteur à combustion interne (E) aux
roues motrices (14) sur la base au moins d’une
ouverture de papillon (THHF) et d’une vitesse de vé-
hicule (V) conformément à l’algorithme de comman-
de de changement de vitesse ;
le simulateur comprenant :

un outil de conception de système de comman-
de (34a) qui est connecté au contrôleur de chan-
gement de vitesse pour entrer l’algorithme de
commande de changement de vitesse et qui dé-
livre une commande de fourniture de pression
hydraulique (QAT) sur la base de l’algorithme
de commande de changement de vitesse entré ;
une première section de simulateur (36a) qui est
connectée à l’outil de conception de système de
commande pour entrer la commande de fourni-
ture de pression hydraulique (QAT) et qui est
conçue pour estimer une pression d’embrayage
efficace (PCL) qui est supposée être générée
dans l’actionneur hydraulique (20) en réponse
à la commande de fourniture de pression hy-
draulique sur la base d’un premier modèle dé-
crivant le système entier comprenant la trans-
mission (T) ; et
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étant caractérisé en ce que :

une deuxième section de simulateur (40a)
est connectée à l’outil de conception de sys-
tème de commande et à la première section
de simulateur et est conçue pour déterminer
des fonctions de transfert (α1, α2) d’un
deuxième modèle, de sorte qu’une sortie du
deuxième modèle converge vers la pres-
sion hydraulique efficace estimée, ledit
deuxième modèle étant un modèle hydrau-
lique simplifié décrivant le comportement de
l’actionneur hydraulique (20) ;
dans lequel la deuxième section de simula-
teur simule et évalue l’algorithme de com-
mande de changement de vitesse sur la ba-
se d’un troisième modèle obtenu en incor-
porant le deuxième modèle avec le premier
modèle.

2. Simulateur selon la revendication 1, comprenant en
outre :

un ordinateur hôte (44) qui conçoit le deuxième
modèle et mémorise des données de sorte que
la deuxième section de simulateur détermine les
fonctions de transfert en récupérant les données
mémorisées par paramètre prédéterminé.

3. Simulateur selon la revendication 1 ou 2, dans lequel
les fonctions de transfert comprennent une première
fonction de transfert (α1) qui correspond à une pé-
riode de temps prédéterminée dans laquelle la sortie
du deuxième modèle commence à augmenter.

4. Simulateur selon la revendication 3, dans lequel le
deuxième modèle comprend une fonction (Z3), qui
génère la sortie (y) lorsqu’un temps pendant lequel
une entrée (x) du deuxième modèle dépasse une
valeur prédéterminée (IREF), est plus grand que la
période de temps prédéterminée.

5. Simulateur selon la revendication 3 ou la revendica-
tion 4, dans lequel les fonctions de transfert com-
prennent une deuxième fonction de transfert (α2)
qui est multipliée par une entrée (x) du deuxième
modèle de sorte que la sortie (y) du deuxième mo-
dèle converge vers la pression hydraulique efficace
estimée.

6. Simulateur selon l’une quelconque des revendica-
tions 2 à 5, dans lequel le paramètre est au moins
l’un d’une température de fluide de la transmission
(TATF), d’une vitesse de rotation des actionneurs
hydrauliques (NCL), de la commande de fourniture
hydraulique (QAT) et d’un intervalle de changement
de vitesse.

7. Simulateur selon la revendication 1, dans lequel la
deuxième section de simulateur comprend en outre :

des moyens d’extraction de paramètre (S24)
pour extraire un paramètre ayant une influence
sur la durabilité de la transmission (T) ;
des moyens de prévision de phénomène de
changement de vitesse indésirable (S26, S28)
pour effectuer une simulation de durabilité sur
la base du troisième modèle, tout en modifiant
le paramètre et prévoyant l’apparition d’un phé-
nomène indésirable pendant un changement de
vitesse sur la base d’un changement de com-
portement du troisième modèle ; et
des moyens de correction d’algorithme (S30,
S200 à S218) pour corriger l’algorithme de com-
mande de changement de vitesse sur la base
d’un résultat de prévision.

8. Simulateur selon la revendication 7, dans lequel les
moyens de correction d’algorithme sont conçus pour
corriger l’algorithme de commande de changement
de vitesse en répétant la simulation jusqu’à ce que
l’apparition prévue d’un phénomène indésirable dis-
paraisse.

9. Simulateur selon la revendication 7 ou 8, compre-
nant en outre :

des moyens d’analyse de caractéristique de
transmission (S22) pour analyser des caracté-
ristiques de la transmission lorsqu’un change-
ment de vitesse est effectué conformément à
l’algorithme de commande de changement de
vitesse ;
dans lequel les moyens de correction d’algorith-
me sont conçus pour corriger l’algorithme de
commande de changement de vitesse sur la ba-
se de la caractéristique analysée de la transmis-
sion.

10. Simulateur selon l’une quelconque des revendica-
tions 7 à 9, comprenant en outre :

une base de données qui mémorise le change-
ment de comportement du troisième modèle
lorsque le paramètre est modifié.

11. Simulateur selon l’une quelconque des revendica-
tions 7 à 10, dans lequel les moyens de correction
d’algorithme sont conçus pour corriger au moins une
partie de l’algorithme de commande de changement
de vitesse sur la base d’un résultat de la prévision.

12. Simulateur selon l’une quelconque des revendica-
tions 7 à 11, dans lequel le paramètre est au moins
l’un d’une température de fluide de la transmission
(TATF), d’un jeu de l’actionneur hydraulique (CL) et
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d’un coefficient de frottement de l’actionneur hydrau-
lique (P).
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